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the animation https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/olm/2021/03/aa40015-20/aa40015-20.html
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Editorial

Dear Colleagues,

It is our pleasure to present you the 171st issue of the Magellanic Clouds Newsletter. Very interesting new results not
only reveal new facts about the composition of the Magellanic Clouds, but also their relation to neighbouring galaxies.

Congratulations to Dominik Gräff for their Bachelor’s thesis on LMC X-3! We wish them all the best.

Also note the job opportunities in Poland: a Ph.D. position and two postdoc positions!

Besides an intriguing cover collage we also have the pleasure to feature a wonderful article by Magda Streicher, ap-
pended to the back of the newsletter. It describes the history and views to the amateur astronomer of objects in
Dorado, some of which you may well be familiar with (but who ever watched them through a telescope by eye?).

The next issue is planned to be distributed on the 1st of August.

Editorially Yours,

Jacco van Loon & Peter Pessev
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Refereed Journal Papers

The kinematics of Small Magellanic Cloud star clusters
Andrés E. Piatti1,2

1Instituto Interdisciplinario de Ciencias Básicas (ICB), CONICET–UNCUYO, Padre J. Contreras 1300, M5502JMA, Mendoza, Argentina
2Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas y Técnicas (CONICET), Godoy Cruz 2290, C1425FQB, Buenos Aires, Argentina

We report results of proper motions of 25 known Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) clusters (ages ∼ 1–10 Gyr old) derived
from Gaia EDR3 data sets. When these mean proper motions are gathered with existent radial velocity measurements
to compose the clusters’ velocity vectors, we found the parameter values of a rotation disk that best resemble their
observed motions, namely: central coordinates and distance, inclination and position angle of the line-of-node, proper
motion in right ascension and declination and systemic velocity, rotation velocity and velocity dispersion. The SMC
cluster rotation disk seems to be at some level kinematically synchronized with the rotation of field red giants recently
modeled using DR2 data sets. Such a rotation disk is seen in the sky as a tilted edge-on disk, with a velocity dispersion
perpendicular to it twice as big as that in the plane of the disk. Because the direction perpendicular to the disk is
nearly aligned with the Magellanic Bridge, we interpret the larger velocity dispersion as a consequence of the SMC
velocity stretching caused by the tidal interaction with the Large Magellanic Cloud. Rotation alone would not seem
sufficient to explain the observed kinematic behaviors in the SMC.

Accepted for publication in Astronomy & Astrophysics

Line identification and excitation of autoionizing states in a late-type,
low-mass Wolf–Rayet star

Robert Williams1,2, Catherine Manea3, Bruce Margon2 and Nidia Morrell4

1Space Telescope Science Institute, USA
2U. California/Santa Cruz, USA
3University of Texas–Austin, USA
4Las Campanas Observatory, Chile

Identifications of a large fraction of previously unidentified lines in the complex spectrum of the low mass, late-type
LMC [WC11] star J 060819.93−715737.4 have been made utilizing electronic databases. There are an exceptionally
large number of C ii emission lines originating from autoionizing (AI) levels. Resonance fluorescence between the C ii

ground state and excited AI levels is shown to be an important photoabsorption process that is competitive with
dielectronic recombination in exciting AI emission lines in stellar winds, and has broad application to many types of
emission-line stars. In addition, numerous C ii quartet multiplets appear in emission that are not excited directly by
recombination or resonance fluorescence, signifying high wind densities in the emission region that enhance collisional
transfer between doublet and quartet states.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.15952
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Stellar substructures in the periphery of the Magellanic Clouds with
the VISTA Hemisphere Survey from the red clump and other tracers

Dalal El Youssoufi1, Maria-Rosa L. Cioni1, Cameron P. M. Bell1, Richard de Grijs2,3,4, Martin A. T.

Groenewegen5, Valentin D. Ivanov6, Gal Matijevič1, Florian Niederhofer1, Joana M. Oliveira7, Vincenzo Ripepi8,

Thomas Schmidt1, Smitha Subramanian9, Ning-Chen Sun10 and Jacco Th. van Loon7

1Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam (AIP), An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Macquarie University, Balaclava Road, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
3Research Centre for Astronomy, Astrophysics and Astrophotonics, Macquarie University, Balaclava Road, Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
4International Space Science Institute–Beijing, 1 Nanertiao, Zhongguancun, Hai Dian District, Beijing 100190, China
5Koninklijke Sterrenwacht van België, Ringlaan 3, B–1180 Brussels, Belgium
6European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, D–85748 Garching bei München, Germany
7Lennard-Jones Laboratories, Keele University, ST5 5BG, UK
8INAF – Osservatorio Astronomico di Capodimonte, via Moiariello 16, I–80131, Naples, Italy
9Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Koramangala II Block, Bangalore-34, India
10Department of Physics and astronomy, University of Sheffield, Hicks Building, Hounsfield Road, Sheffield S3 7RH, UK

We study the morphology of the stellar periphery of the Magellanic Clouds in search of substructure using near–infrared
imaging data from the VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS). Based on the selection of different stellar populations using
the (J−Ks, Ks) colour–magnitude diagram, we confirm the presence of substructures related to the interaction history
of the Clouds and find new substructures on the eastern side of the LMC disc which may be owing to the influence of
the Milky Way, and on the northern side of the SMC, which is probably associated to the ellipsoidal structure of the
galaxy. We also study the luminosity function of red clump stars in the SMC and confirm the presence of a bi-modal
distance distribution, in the form of a foreground population. We find that this bi-modality is still detectable in the
eastern regions of the galaxy out to a 10◦ distance from its centre. Additionally, a background structure is detected in
the North between 7◦ and 10◦ from the centre which might belong to the Counter Bridge, and a foreground structure
is detected in the South between 6◦ and 8◦ from the centre which might be linked to the Old Bridge.

Accepted for publication in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08054

Panchromatic calibration of Ca ii triplet luminosity dependence
B. Dias1 and M.C. Parisi2,3

1Instituto de Alta Investigación, Universidad de Tarapacá, Casilla 7D, Arica, Chile
2Observatorio Astronómico, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Laprida 854, X5000BGR, Córdoba, Argentina
3Instituto de Astronomı́a Teórica y Experimental (CONICET–UNC), Laprida 854, X5000BGR, Córdoba, Argentina

Context: The line strength of the near-infrared Ca ii triplet (CaT) lines are a proxy for measuring metallicity from
integrated and individual stellar spectra of bright red giant stars. In the latter case it is a mandatory step to remove
the magnitude (proxy for gravity, temperature, and luminosity) dependence from the equivalent width (EW) of the
lines before converting them into metallicities. For decades the working empirical procedure has been to use the
relative magnitude with respect to the horizontal branch level or red clump, with the advantage that it is independent
from distance and extinction.
Aims: The V filter is broadly adopted as the reference magnitude, although a few works have used different filters (I
and Ks, for example). In this work we investigate the dependence of the CaT calibration using the griz filters from
the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) and the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS), the G filter from Gaia,
the BV I filters from the Magellanic Clouds photometric survey (MCPS), and the Y JKs filters from the Visible and
Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) InfraRed CAMera (VIRCAM). We use as a reference the FOcal
Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph 2 (FORS2) V filter used in the original analysis of the sample.
Methods: Red giant stars from clusters with known metallicity and available CaT EWs were used as reference. Public
photometric catalogues were taken from the Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH) second data release,
VISTA survey of the Magellanic Clouds system (VMC), Gaia, MCPS surveys, plus VIsible Soar photometry of star
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Clusters in tApi’i and Coxi HuguA (VISCACHA) GMOS data, for a selection of Small Magellanic Cloud clusters. The
slopes were fitted using two and three lines to be applicable to most of the metallicity scales.
Results: The magnitude dependence of the CaT EWs is well described by a linear relation using any filter analysed in
this work. The slope increases with wavelength of the filters. The zero point (i.e. reduced EW), which is the metallicity
indicator, remains the same.
Conclusions: If the same line profile function is used with the same bandpasses and continuum regions, and the
total EW comes from the same number of lines (2 or 3), then the reduced EW is the same regardless the filter used.
Therefore, any filter can be used to convert the CaT equivalent widths into metallicity for a given CaT calibration.

Published in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.08056
and from https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/abs/2020/10/aa39055-20/aa39055-20.html

A homogeneous comparison between the chemical composition of the
Large Magellanic Cloud and the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy

Alice Minelli1,2, Alessio Mucciarelli1,2, Donatella Romano2, Michele Bellazzini2, Livia Origlia2 and Francesco

Rosario Ferraro1,2

1Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia Augusto Righi, Università degli Studi di Bologna, Via Gobetti 93/2, I-40129 Bologna, Italy
2INAF–Osservatorio di Astrofisica e Scienza dello Spazio di Bologna, Via Gobetti 93/3, I-40129 Bologna, Italy

Similarities in the chemical composition of two of the closest Milky Way satellites, namely, the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) and the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf galaxy, have been proposed in the literature, suggesting similar chemical
enrichment histories between the two galaxies. This proposition, however, rests on different abundance analyses, which
likely introduce various systematics that hamper a fair comparison among the different data sets. In order to bypass
this issue (and highlight real similarities and differences between their abundance patterns), we present a homogeneous
chemical analysis of 30 giant stars in the LMC, 14 giant stars in Sgr, and 14 giants in the Milky Way, based on high-
resolution spectra taken with the spectrograph UVES-FLAMES. The LMC and Sgr stars, in the considered metallicity
range ([Fe/H] > −1.1 dex), show very similar abundance ratios for almost all the elements, with differences only in the
heavy s-process elements Ba, La, and Nd, suggesting a different contribution by asymptotic giant branch stars. On
the other hand, the two galaxies have chemical patterns clearly different from those measured in the Galactic stars,
especially for the elements produced by massive stars. This finding suggests that the massive stars contributed less
to the chemical enrichment of these galaxies with respect to the Milky Way. The derived abundances support similar
chemical enrichment histories for the LMC and Sgr.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.04516
and from https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/abe3f9

All-sky dynamical response of the Galactic halo to the Large Magellanic
Cloud

Charlie Conroy 1, Rohan P. Naidu1, Nicolas Garavito-Camargo2, Gurtina Besla2, Dennis Zartisky2, Ana Bonaca1

and Benjamin D. Johnson1

1Center for Astrophysics, Harvard & Smithsonian, Cambridge, USA
2Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, USA

Gravitational interactions between the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and the stellar and dark matter halo of the
Milky Way are expected to give rise to disequilibrium phenomena in the outer Milky Way. A local wake is predicted
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to trail the orbit of the LMC, while a large-scale over-density is predicted to exist across a large area of the northern
Galactic hemisphere. Here we present the detection of both the local wake and Northern over-density (hereafter the
”collective response”) in an all-sky star map of the Galaxy based on 1301 stars at 60 < Rgal < 100 kpc. The location
of the wake is in good agreement with an N -body simulation that includes the dynamical effect of the LMC on the
Milky Way halo. The density contrast of the wake and collective response are both stronger in the data than in the
simulation. The detection of a strong local wake is independent evidence that the Magellanic Clouds are on their first
orbit around the Milky Way. The wake traces the path of the LMC, which will provide insight into the orbit of the
LMC, which in turn is a sensitive probe of the mass of the LMC and the Milky Way. These data demonstrate that
the outer halo is not in dynamical equilibrium, as is often assumed. The morphology and strength of the wake could
be used to test the nature of dark matter and gravity.

Published in Nature
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.09515

Cepheids with giant companions – I. Revealing a numerous population
of double-lined binary Cepheids

Bogumi l Pilecki1, Grzegorz Pietrzyński1, Richard I. Anderson2,3, Wolfgang Gieren4, Mónica Taormina1, Weronika

Narloch4, Nancy R. Evans5 and Jesper Storm6

1Centrum Astronomiczne im. Miko laja Kopernika, PAN, Bartycka 18, 00-716 Warsaw, Poland
2Institute of Physics, Laboratory of Astrophysics, EPFL, Observatoire de Sauverny, 1290 Versoix, Switzerland
3European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, D-85748 Garching b. München, Germany
4Universidad de Concepción, Departamento de Astronomı́a, Casilla 160-C, Concepción, Chile
5Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, MS 4, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
6Leibniz-Institut f̈ır Astrophysik Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482, Potsdam, Germany

Masses of classical Cepheids of 3–11 M⊙ are predicted by theory but those measured clump between 3.6–5 M⊙. As a
result, their mass-luminosity relation is poorly constrained, impeding our understanding of basic stellar physics and
the Leavitt Law. All Cepheid masses come from the analysis of 11 binary systems, including only five that are double
lined and well suited for accurate dynamical mass determination. We present a project to analyze a new, numerous
group of Cepheids in double-lined binary (SB2) systems to provide mass determinations in a wide mass interval and
study their evolution. We analyze a sample of 41 candidate binary LMC Cepheids spread along the P–L relation,
which are likely accompanied by luminous red giants, and present indirect and direct indicators of their binarity. In
a spectroscopic study of a subsample of 18 brightest candidates, for 16 we detected lines of two components in the
spectra, already quadrupling the number of Cepheids in SB2 systems. Observations of the whole sample may thus
lead to quadrupling all the Cepheid mass estimates available now. For the majority of our candidates, erratic intrinsic
period changes dominate over the light-travel-time effect due to binarity. However, the latter may explain the periodic
phase modulation for four Cepheids. Our project paves the way for future accurate dynamical mass determinations of
Cepheids in the LMC, Milky Way, and other galaxies, which will potentially increase the number of known Cepheid
masses even 10-fold, hugely improving our knowledge about these important stars.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal, 910, 118 (2021)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11302
and from https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021ApJ...910..118P
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The VISCACHA survey – III. Star clusters counterpart of the
Magellanic Bridge and Counter-Bridge in 8D

B. Dias1, M.S. Angelo2, R.A.P. Oliveira3, F. Maia4, M.C. Parisi5,6, B. De Bortoli7,8, S.O. Souza3, O.J. Katime

Santrich9, L.P. Bassino7,8, B. Barbuy3, E. Bica10, D. Geisler11,12,13, L. Kerber9, A. Pérez-Villegas3,14, B. Quint15,

D. Sanmartim16, J.F.C. Santos17 and P. Westera18

1Instituto de Alta Investigación, Sede Esmeralda, Universidad de Tarapacá, Av. Luis Emilio Recabarren 2477, Iquique, Chile
2Av. Monsenhor Luiz de Gonzaga, 103, 37250-000 Nepomuceno, MG, Brazil
3Universidade de São Paulo, IAG, Rua do Matão 1226, Cidade Universitária, São Paulo, 05508-900, Brazil
4Instituto de F́ısica, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 21941-972, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
5Observatorio Astronómico, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Laprida 854, X5000BGR, Córdoba, Argentina
6Instituto de Astronomı́a Teórica y Experimental (CONICET–UNC), Laprida 854, X5000BGR, Córdoba, Argentina
7Facultad de Ciencias Astronómicas y Geof́ısicas de la Universidad Nacional de La Plata, and Instituto de Astrof́ısica de La Plata (CCT

La Plata – CONICET, UNLP), Paseo del Bosque s/n, B1900FWA, La Plata, Argentina
8Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas y Técnicas, Godoy Cruz 2290, C1425FQB, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina
9Departamento de Ciências Exatas e Tecnoĺıgicas, UESC, Rodovia Jorge Amado km 16, 45662-900, Ilhéus, Brazil
10Departamento de Astronomia, IF–UFRGS, Av. Bento Gonçalves 9500, 91501-970, Porto Alegre, Brazil
11Departamento de F́ısica y Astronomı́a, Universidad de La Serena, Avenida Juan Cisternas 1200, La Serena, Chile
12Instituto de Investigación Multidisciplinario en Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa, Universidad de La Serena Benavente 980, La Serena, Chile
13Departmento de Astronomı́a, Universidad de Concepción, Casilla 160-C, Concepción, Chile
14Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Apartado Postal 106, C.P. 22800, Ensenada, Baja California, México
15Gemini Observatory/NSF’s NOIRLab, Casilla 603, La Serena, Chile
16Carnegie Observatories, Las Campanas Observatory, Casilla 601, La Serena, Chile
17Departamento de F́ısica, ICEx–UFMG, Av. António Carlos 6627, Belo Horizonte, 31270-901, Brazil
18Universidade Federal do ABC, Centro de Ciências Naturais e Humanas, Avenida dos Estados, 5001, 09210-580, Santo André, Brazil

Context: The interactions between the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (SMC and LMC) created the Magellanic
Bridge; a stream of gas and stars pulled out of the SMC towards the LMC about 150 Myr ago. The tidal counterpart
of this structure, which should include a trailing arm, has been predicted by models but no compelling observational
evidence has confirmed the Counter-Bridge so far.
Aims: The main goal of this work is to find the stellar counterpart of the Magellanic Bridge and Counter-Bridge.
We use star clusters in the SMC outskirts as they provide a 6D phase-space vector, age, and metallicity which help
characterise the outskirts of the SMC.
Methods: Distances, ages, and photometric metallicities were derived from fitting isochrones to the colour–magnitude
diagrams from the VISCACHA survey. Radial velocities and spectroscopic metallicities were derived from the spec-
troscopic follow-up using GMOS in the Ca ii triplet region.
Results: Among the seven clusters analysed in this work, five belong to the Magellanic Bridge, one belongs to the
Counter-Bridge, and the other belongs to the transition region.
Conclusions: The existence of the tidal counterpart of the Magellanic Bridge is evidenced by star clusters. The stellar
component of the Magellanic Bridge and Counter-Bridge are confirmed in the SMC outskirts. These results are an
important constraint for models that seek to reconstruct the history of the orbit and interactions between the LMC
and SMC as well as constrain their future interaction including with the Milky Way.
Movie associated to Figs. 2, 3 and A.4 is available at https://www.aanda.org

Published in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.02600
and from https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/full html/2021/03/aa40015-20/aa40015-20.html
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Thesis

Messung der Masse des Schwarzen Loches in LMCX-3
(Measuring the mass of the black hole in LMCX-3)

Dominik Gräff1,2

1Technical University of Munich (TUM), Germany
2Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics (MPE), Germany

Because of its high mass, the X-ray binary system LMC X-3 is a candidate for a binary system hosting a black hole.
The goal of this work is to determine the mass of this black hole and the orbital inclination of the system. Therefore,
data from the GROND instrument at the MPI/ESO 2.2m telescope at La Silla, Chile that was recorded between
October 20, 2007 and December 13, 2013 was analyzed. The program XRbinary from Edward L. Robinson was used
to describe the data and invert for the black hole mass and the orbital inclination of the binary system. The mass
of the black hole was determined to 7.15 ± 0.65 solar masses and the inclination to 68+2

−3 degrees. From these two
quantities, estimations about the rotation of the black hole in LMC X-3 can be derived and the mass distribution of
black holes in X-ray binaries can be expanded.

Bachelor’s Thesis
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.01230

Job Adverts

Two postdoc positions

The Astrophysics Division at the National Centre for Nuclear Research, Warsaw, invites applications for two postdoc-
toral research positions for 2 years + a possible extension. The successful candidates will be hired under a full-time
employment contract with a competitive salary of about 120 000 PLN/year (gross), plus the travel budget.

The successful candidates will work with:

• dr. hab. Katarzyna Ma lek under the project ”ASTROdust: a complete census of dust attenuation in galaxies
based on the analysis of millions of galaxies observed by Herschel”, starting as soon as possible. The candidate
is expected to work on statistical studies of the attenuation of dust in galaxies and its dependence on the types
of galaxies in different space ages.

• dr. Ambra Nanni under the project ”DINGLE: Dust IN Galaxies: Looking through its Emission”, starting from
October 2021. The candidate is expected to model the evolution of dust in galaxies and its infrared emission to
be compared with multi-wavelength observations.

We offer an environment of a young and active team, with a broad spectrum of expertise and interests in the area of
extragalactic astrophysics and observational cosmology. There is a possibility to join projects in which our team and
the Division are currently participating (i.e. HELP, LOFAR, LSST, VIPERS, NEP, CTA).

The successful candidates can also co-supervise Ph.D. students.

For inquiries about the jobs please contact Katarzyna Ma lek (katarzyna.malek@ncbj.gov.pl) for ASTROdust or Ambra
Nanni (ambra.nanni@ncbj.gov.pl) for DINGLE.

See also https://www.ncbj.gov.pl/en/praca/postdoc-bp4-2-positions
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Ph.D. scholarship

The Astrophysics Division at the National Centre for Nuclear Research, Warsaw, invites applications for one Ph.D.
scholarship (4 years) starting in October 2021 in the project SONATA BIS 2020/38/E/ST9/00077 (founded by Na-
tional Science Centre): ”DINGLE: Dust IN Galaxies: Looking through its Emission” (P.I. Ambra Nanni).

The Ph.D. thesis is in the framework of DINGLE project, and it will aim to model the observed mid-infrared emission
and features of spatially resolved evolved stars as a function of the stellar parameters. The results will be included
in stellar population synthesis models and in the code CIGALE in order to model the spectral energy distribution
of spatially unresolved galaxies. The student will be collaborating with an international team of astrophysicists and
statisticians. He/she is going to participate in the local and international conferences as well as in the dedicated schools.

Requirements:

• M.Sc. college degree in physics/astronomy or a similar specialization;

• very good command of written/spoken English;

• very good knowledge of at least one programming language using for data analysis (as Python or similar) and
the UNIX/LINUX environment;

• involvement in scientific research, analytical skills, thinking independence, good communication/team-work skills;

• good ability in Fortran and Python programming will be an asset.

For details about the application procedure and documents please go to:
https://www.ncbj.gov.pl/en/praktyki/phd-student-scholarship-astrophysics
For details about the project, please visit: https://www.ncbj.gov.pl/bp4/dingle
E-mail your application before June 13th 2021 to ambra.nanni@ncbj.gov.pl specifying ”DINGLE” in the mail Subject
field.

See also https://www.ncbj.gov.pl/bp4
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Large Magellanic Cloud – Photograph: Dieter Willasch 

 

 



DORADO 

A Misty Cloud on our Doorstep 

 
Earth is a mere speck in the Milky 

Way and to try and imagine and 
represent it in perspective, is all 

but impossible. The soft band of 
the Milky Way is a reality that 

leaves one amazed but 
understanding little. Gazing 

southwards in favourable dark 
skies close to the end of the 

southern hemisphere summer 
we are able to see the two 

satellite Magellanic galaxies that 

revolve around our Milky Way. 
 

The explorer Amerigo Vespucci noted the Clouds as early as 1503, but it 
was Ferdinand Magellan, the Portuguese explorer, who documented the 

Clouds in the 16th century and named them after himself in his report. 
Imagine for a moment the amazement and wonder such a sight would have 

produced in those early seafarers. 
 

The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) forms an oval of approximately 6 by 4 
degrees and astronomers classify it as a nearly face-on barred spiral 

galaxy, approximately 160 000 light-years distant. The larger part is 
situated in the constellation Dorado, with some overflow into the 

constellation Mensa. Despite the LMC’s irregular shape, it displays a bar 
and one spiral arm, though somewhat distorted. 

 

Edmond Halley, who arrived at the island of St Helena off the west coast of 
Africa in 1677, wrote that the Magellanic Clouds have the look of galaxies, 

and he observed small pieces of nebulosity and stars through his telescope. 
Halley noted three nebulae, which were probably the two dusty Magellanic 

Clouds and the Coal Sack. 
 

Dorado the goldfish is one of the constellations named by Pieter Keyser and 
Frederick de Houtman during the years 1595-97 and was included in the 

1603 catalogue of Johann Bayer. In 1598 the Dutch astronomer Petrus 
Plancius inscribed the constellation on the very first globe. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



The South ecliptic pole (RA: 04h - DEC: -66°) lies within the constellation 
between eta and epsilon Doradus. The tail part of this tropical marine fish 

is projected through the magnitude 4.3 delta Doradus which is located in 
the far southern part of the constellation. Dorado, a slender figure about 

179 square degrees long, is situated just north of the constellation Mensa 
the Table, named after Table Mountain in South Africa. 

 
The star alpha Doradus, which can be seen perhaps as the eye of the 

goldfish is situated just 33’ south of the galaxy NGC 1617, also known as 
Bennett 25a. NGC 1617 is not that difficult to explore – you just need some 

patience and a few tricks. Move alpha Doradus to just outside your field of 
vision, use high magnification and concentrate! The galaxy displays a soft, 

elongated east to west oval which gradually brightens to a star-like nucleus 
surrounded by an outer envelope. The eastern edge of the galaxy appears 

very misty and high magnification treated me to some visible surface 

character in the form of a few knotty areas. IC 2085 with a magnitude of 
14 is situated 11’ to the north. 
 

One of the most beautiful open spiral 

galaxies, NGC 1566, also known as 
Bennett 25, can be found among a 

number of other galaxies, also known 
as the Dorado Group, just 2 degrees 

west of alpha Doradus. The galaxy 
displays a large oval in a slightly 

north-east to south-west direction 
with a hazy fringe. The eastern and 

western parts are very flimsy and look 
like extended spiral arms. The large 

bright core displays a dense nucleus 

surrounded by a soft envelope. A few 
faint stars and dusty knots can be 

seen on the surface. 
 

NGC 1566 - Galaxy 
 

Another galaxy which is also part of the Dorado group is NGC 1546, 
situated barely a degree further south-west, close to the boundary with the 

constellation Reticulum. The galaxy displays a lovely, large, elongated oval 
in a north-west to south-east direction. The middle brighter area is large, 

with a soft outer halo that displays a good amount of nebulosity on the 
fringes. A magnitude 10 star close to the galaxy’s western edge has a very 

faint magnitude 11 companion. 
 

 

 
 



Between the fins of the heavenly fish, 
the galaxy NGC 1672 can be spotted 

just 30’ north of magnitude 5.2 kappa 
Doradus in the middle area of the 

constellation. The galaxy is an 
excellent example of a well-defined 

bar shape in an east to west direction 
showing off a bright pinpoint nucleus. 

Towards the eastern end of the bar a 
faint spiral arm can be glimpsed, 

extending northwards. This large 
relatively bright galaxy displays a very 

misty washed-out outer halo, more so 
towards the northern and southern 

ends.  

NGC 1672 – Galaxy 
 

An outstanding red Carbon Mira star, R Doradus, which I strongly 
recommend observing, is situated 2.5 degrees south of kappa Doradus. 

 
On the far northern edge of the LMC, a globular cluster pokes its nose up 

into the air out of the stormy sea. NGC 1783, also known as Bennett 28, 
is an outstanding object, slightly oblong in a north to south direction. This 

globular has all the parameters, becoming denser towards a compact centre 
with stars resolved over the surface and particularly with short star spikes 

on the outer edge. A few references classify this object as an open cluster. 
 

A lovely, complex area permeated with 
clusters and nebulosity is situated just 

30’ to the south of NGC 1783. A few 
very bright, irregular pieces of 
nebulosity fill a field of nearly 20’ and 

contain NGC 1760, 1761, 1763, 1769 
and 1773. The focus of the complex 

area is NGC 1763 towards the north-
west, resembling a cocoon enveloped 

within a gas cloud, and also the largest 
and brightest object in the field of 

view. The cluster NGC 1761, situated 
just south of NGC 1763, displays 

approximately 20 faint stars, well 
resolved. 

 
NGC 1763 ext - Nebulae 

 

 
 



Against the very uneven, flimsy, nebulous complex NGC 1760, an emission 
nebula situated further south, displays a soft, hazy, extension with quite a 

few faint stars embedded. Situated to the north-eastern side of NGC 1760 
and in the middle part of the area, the oblong emission nebula NGC 1769 

is part of the larger complex and impresses with its bright, dense 
appearance. The much smaller NGC 1773 displays a round, quite bright 

patch of nebulosity just further north-west in the field of view, with just a 
few pinpoint stars in its midst. The quite impressive dusty field can even be 

observed through binoculars. Bear in mind that the size and magnitude of 
the emission and diffuse nebulae are very difficult to determine, because 

most of the index data differs. 
 

The open cluster NGC 1818 is situated 
only 50’ to the east, also known as 
Bennett 30. It is rather impressive and 

resembles a small, bright, round hazy 
patch with a compact middle. With 

higher magnification stars of varying 
magnitudes form short strings within 

the outer regions of the cluster. I could 
spot the very faint glow of the 

unresolved smaller cluster NGC 1810 
about 6’ to the north-west.  

NGC 1818 and NGC 1810 – Open 
Clusters 

 
 

One of the easier and larger globular clusters to spot in the LMC can be 
found in the north-eastern extreme. NGC 1978 displays a large oval that 

is quite bright with a very hazy impression. It could easily be mistaken for 

a galaxy. However, with careful observation, a few extremely faint stars 
can be detected on its surface. What makes observation a little difficult is 

that the object is embedded in the flimsy haziness of the surrounding field. 
 

Further south and in the mist of the LMC is one of my favourite small open 
clusters NGC 2004. This group is situated 1.5 degrees east of the 

magnitude 4.8 gold-coloured theta Doradus. This cluster gives the 
impression of a comet core with faint stars flying away into a misty tail. 

The group displays short strings of stars with less activity towards the 
southern part. This is a very good example of where the field of view plays 

a role in the characterising of an object’s impression. Around 8’ to the south 
is a very small knot that could be an unresolved triple star. 

 

NGC 1901, the very large, loose group of about 50 clearly visible stars and 

a handful of fainter ones is situated more or less in the middle area of the 

LMC. The cluster spans an area of more than 30’. It is a very easy noticeable 
group of stars to study through binoculars. 



A rich area under the magnifying glass 
contains seven objects with NGC 

2032, the larger and brighter uneven 
nebula in the field of view. NGC 2035 

is rounder, slightly fainter, with a few 
very faint stars embedded on the dusty 

surface. The two objects barely touch 
each other and form a well-defined 

figure. I pick up a small round patch of 
nebulosity just 2.7’ south of NGC 2035.  
NGC 2032 ext - Nebulae 
 

All the nebulae in this area were 
brilliantly enhanced with an ultra-high 

contrast (UHC) filter. I was unable to 

find any data about this nebular patch, and a query was forwarded to Brian 
Skiff. He replied that the object was catalogued by Karl Henize in 1956 as 

LHa 120-N59C. It is centred by a magnitude 14.5 star that is obviously the 
star that lights up the circular nebula. The position of the star is: RA: 

05h35.39.7 and DEC: -67°37’04”.8 (J2000). In the same field of view the 
misty NGC 2020 is situated towards the south of the above-mentioned 

objects. The emission nebula displays a soft, even, round glow, very 
smooth, that fades away into the field. The ignited star that fluorescence 

the nebula is relatively easy to see, and gives the impression of riding along 
on top of this glow. The magnitude 12.2 star on the southern end of the 

nebula is, however, a distracting factor, drawing the eye away. Nebulosity 
very much interweaves the lovely star grouping NGC 2014, about 5’ west. 
And although smal, NGC 2011, the relatively compact group to the north, 
is perhaps the brightest object in this field of view. NGC 2021 displays an 

elongated scattering of faint stars in the far northern part of the complex, 

somewhat triangular in shape, with the triangle pointing south.  
 

My friend 
Johan Moolman 

took this 
excellent 

picture of the 
nebulous 

complex, 
outlifted the 

mysterious 
nebula clearly. 

 
 

 

 
 



The   Large   Magellanic Cloud is home to NGC 2070, also known as 
Bennett 35, the great looped nebula situated in the south-eastern part of 

the LMC and probably one of the most amazing objects in the southern night 
sky. It is known as the Tarantula Nebula due to the striking similarity it 

shows to the tarantula spider, the largest arachnid of its kind in the world. 
It was discovered by Lacaille in 1751 and is easily spotted with the naked 

eye. The heart of the tarantula displays a tight and bright overwhelming core. 
Also known as 30 Doradus, it is situated approximately 190 000 light-

years from earth, and is almost 600 to 700 light-years in diameter. Some 
astronomers believe that 30 Doradus is the nucleus of this neighbourhood 

galaxy, but it is not very centrally placed. This inner core consists of stars 
that are very hot and large. Their combined radiation is responsible for its 

brightness, especially the brilliant cluster R136, home to the recently 
discovered supermassive stars, several of which have masses well in 

excess of 200 solar masses. (MNASSA – Volum 69 Nos 11&12). 

 
The Tarantula Nebula needs many words to describe it. This very large gas 

nebula which unfolds in long, soft, cloud-like arms, gently enfolded with 
dark, stripy inlays from a soft but overwhelming inner part. Nebulous gas 

trails and filaments extend beautifully in streaks of light that fade away 
and mingle with the dark of night. The southern part of the nebula is more 

complex, unfolding in a veil of misty haziness. The northern part appears 
tighter, and with a bit of imagination a large starry spider can be seen lurking 

in the nebulosity web. Star splinters dot the surface like dewdrops in the 
morning sun. 

 
NGC 2070 – Tarantula Nebula – Photograph: Johan Moolman 

 



Supernova 1987A, the titanic supernova explosion, was first observed on 
23 February 1987 just to the south of NGC 2070. The star Sanduleak -

69°202 was a magnitude 11.7 star before the outburst. It blazed with 
the power of 100 million suns and brightened up more than 2000 times 

than it was before. Although the supernova itself is now a million times 
fainter, light echoes are just beginning to show in the space surrounding 

it. Supernova 1987A was a blue super giant, with a core collapse that 
should have left behind a neutron star, but no evidence of that has yet 

turned up. This supernova was discovered independently by Albert Jones 
and others, who has made over half a million variable star observations in 

his lifetime. He also discovered two comets, the first in August 1946 and 
the second in 2000. The Minor Planet (9171) was named in his honour, but 

he decided to name it Carlyndiane after his wife, using her first two names. 
What a wonderful gesture to gift your wife with a piece of heaven! 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Johan Moolman took this serios of photographs to show the exact location 

of the Super Nova 1987A.  
 

 



The name Bennett used in 
some of the descriptions 

in this chapter and 
elsewhere refers to Jack 

Caister Bennett, an 
accomplished amateur 

astronomer born on 6 
April 1914 in Estcourt, 

KwaZulu-Natal, South 
Africa and who passed 

away on 30 May 1990. 
Astronomy friend Louis 

Piovesan is pleased to 
note that Jack Bennett 

was born in his little town 

and indicates to me that 
the name Estcourt derives 

from the Anglo-Saxon 
name Ecot. 

 
Bennett was a dedicated 

South African comet-
hunter who patrolled the 

skies in the late 1960s. He picked up a magnitude 9 supernova in NGC 
5236 also known as Messier 83, becoming the first person ever to discover 

a supernova. He compiled the Bennett Catalogue, a list of 152 objects 
to help observers eliminate them in comet searches. 

 
The constellation Dorado contains eleven Bennett objects:  

 

NGC 1549 (Ben 23) 
NGC 1553 (Ben 24) 

NGC 1566 (Ben 25) 
NGC 1617 (Ben 25a) 

NGC 1672 (Ben 26) 
NGC 1763 (Ben 27) 

NGC 1783 (Ben 28) 
NGC 1818 (Ben 30) 

NGC 1866 (Ben 33) 
NGC 2070 (Ben 35) 

NGC 2214 (Ben 36) 
 

 
 

This is just the start of a journey of 

exploration through the misty LMC which 
weaves nebulae and stars into a fine 



network of art. Swimming around in the waters of the Cloud brings to the 
fore many knots of faint stars interspersed with nebulosity. Pick up your 

gear, your friends, your naked eye, and explore this wonderful front-door 
constellation which has so much to offer. 

 

OBJECT TYPE RA DEC MAG SIZE 

NGC 1546 Galaxy 04h14m.6 -56°04’.0 10.9 3.4’×1.7’ 

NGC 1566 
Bennett 25 

Galaxy 04h20m.0 -54°56’.0 9.4 7.1’×4.8’ 

NGC 1617 
Bennett 25a 

Galaxy 04h31m.7 -54°36’.2 10.5 4.8’×2.2’ 

R Doradus Mira Variable 
Star 

04h36m.8 -62°05’.0 4.8 
6.6 

Period 
338 days 

NGC 1672 
Bennett 26 

Galaxy 04h45m.7 -59°15’.0 9.8 6.2’×3.4’ 

NGC 1763  

Bennett 27 
Open Cluster 
Nebula 

04h56m.8 -66°24’.8 8 5’×3’ 

NGC 1783 
Bennett 28 

Globular Cluster 04h58m.8 -65°59’.2 10.9 3’ 

NGC 1810 Open Cluster 05h03m.4 -66°22’.5 11.9 1.2’ 

NGC 1818 
Bennett 30 

Open Cluster 05h04m.2 -66°24’.9 9.7 3.4’ 

NGC 1901 Open Cluster 05h17m.8 -68°26’.0 7 40’ 

NGC 1978 Globular Cluster 05h28m.8 -66°14’.2 10.5 3.9’ 

NGC 2004 Open Cluster 05h30m.7 -67°17’.0 9.6 2.7’ 

NGC 2032 Emission Nebula 05h35m.3 -67°34’.0 10 3’ 

LHa 120-N59C Reflecting 
Nebula 

05h35m.6 -67°37’.1 14 1’ 

NGC 2070 
Bennett 35 
 

Nebula 05h38m.6 -69°05’.0 5 30’×20’ 

  
 


